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Leverage
1. The leverage for each type of account is determined in the specification of account types
available on the company’s official site.
2. The Company undertakes to send a notice of the forthcoming change of leverage in
connection with the changed margin requirements for 8 (eight) hours before the change to:
a. customer email, for which an account was opened with the Company;
b. intra-terminal mail of MT4 trading account.
c. Announcement made on website.
3. The Company may change the leverage in the Client’s account at any time without special
notice, based on the maximum total equity limits set in the Client’s accounts according to the
table below:
Maximum
Maximum leverage

Limitations by maximum sum of equity on all Client’s

（Metals）

accounts

1 ：1000

1：500

1-4999 USD

1：500

1：250

5000 USD and above

leverage
（FOREX）

3.1 Below leverage is applied to China resident clients.
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Maximum
Maximum leverage

Limitations by maximum sum of equity on all Client’s

（Metals）

accounts

1：200

All amount

leverage
（FOREX）
1 ：400

4. The change of leverage is applied to opened positions as well as to reopened positions.
5. The company will not change the leverage on the client's trading accounts, if this
immediately leads to a situation of margin calls (a situation where the margin level drops
below 200%).
6. Leverage for other instruments
Indices

Cryptocurrencies

Metals

1:50

1:30

50% of Forex Leverage

7. In order to minimize Client's risks at the time of market opening on Monday, in case a Client
kept open orders during the weekend, the Company reserves the right to lower the leverage
and change margin requirements several-fold.
8. In order to minimize Client's risks at the time of market opening on high news impact, the
Company reserves the right to lower the leverage and change margin requirements
severalfold.
9. Company reserves the right to change the client’s leverage (higher or lower) without prior
notice according to the conditions described on Point 3.
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10. Client able to reset or update his/her leverage through client portal.
11. Any changes in Leverage pursuant to the rules established by Company, as well as a change
in Leverage made by the client through his or her client portal will result in recalculation of
the Margin requirements for all of the client’s positions.
12. Company has the rights:
a. To set the leverage on the Client’s trading account at no more than 1:500 5 (five)
hours before market closing before weekends and holidays and also before market
news. If the trading account’s current leverage exceed 1:200. This change will affect
open transactions as well as the transactions to be opened within WeTrade Client
Agreement the aforementioned time period of 5 (five) hours.
b. To limit the size of the offered leverage and to increase the size of Margin
requirements before macroeconomic events and news capable of significantly
affecting the prices of financial instruments.
c. To limit, adjust or reduce the size of the offered leverage on Client’s account in case if
Client’s trading style and strategy exposes a high risk of negative equity and loosing
capital.
13. The Company has the right to limit leverage if the total volume of the Сlient’s open
positions exceeds the following limits set in the account base currency (or in another
currency equivalent) according to the table below:
Sum of volume

Leverage Limitations
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more than 2000000 USD

1:200

more than 5000000 USD

1:100

Also, the Company reserves the right to apply the limits above on a case-by-case basis.
14. Client’s trading account leverage can be changed only once within 24 hours.
15. In order to minimize risks of clients at the same time of market opening on Monday, the
company authorized to close any pending order during the weekend.
16. The company will not reimburse any loss or profit that been gained in the event of bugs,
suspicious and manipulation transaction by the Client.
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